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Background
The COVID-19 pandemic, caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, was first identified in Wuhan, China in
December 20191. The WHO situation report on May 1, 2020 reported 3,175,207 cases, and at least
224,172 deaths worldwide for COVID-192.
Pregnancy is associated with adaptations to cardiorespiratory, hematologic, and immune function,
among other physiologic changes. Pregnant individuals therefore represent a population worthy of
focused evaluation during this pandemic, to determine the impact of COVID-19 on patients, their
pregnancies, and their infants.
During the 2009 H1N1 pandemic, pregnant individuals appeared to have higher risk for
infection-related adverse outcomes, such as severe illness, ICU admission and death, compared to
the general population3. So far with COVID-19, larger case series have observed that pregnant
individuals who become infected with SARS-CoV-2 do not tend to experience more severe disease
compared to the general population4,5.
The available literature on COVID-19 in pregnancy has been evolving rapidly. Researchers from
mainland China contributed the majority of early and more detailed reports to date, but published
cases from Europe, Iran and the Americas are also on the rise.
There are challenges with the current body of literature that make it difficult to interpret collectively,
as many publications often re-report the same cases without referencing so explicitly. This type of
reporting makes it difficult to determine the true prevalence of COVID-affected pregnancies. Other
challenges include the wide variability of indicators used to describe COVID-19 in pregnancy, and the
lack of coordinated data surveillance, synthesis and reporting by defined jurisdictions. These issues
may hinder risk assessment by care providers and policy makers, limiting their ability to apply the
available information to the management of pregnant patients.
The ad-hoc reporting, lack of stated inclusion criteria, and ambiguous redundancy among cases
makes it challenging to discern the true prevalence of adverse conditions that may be associated
with COVID-19 in pregnancy. We are all seeking data to improve patient care and pregnancy
outcomes. The observed reporting trends are somewhat understandable, given the heightened
demands for all stakeholders during this pandemic. However, these challenges emphasize the
importance for applying critical appraisal skills to the available literature, including evaluating data
quality, and considering its generalizability to different patient populations.
The current report aims to synthesize information on COVID-affected pregnancies from across the
published literature, with the hope of achieving the following objectives.
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Objectives
1.

Determine how many COVID-affected pregnancies reported across the
literature to date are likely to be unique.

2.

Describe basic pregnancy outcomes for these COVID-affected
pregnancies worldwide.

3.

Describe reports of adverse maternal, obstetrical, fetal and neonatal
outcomes for COVID-affected pregnancies worldwide.

Methods
Search Strategy
We conducted a comprehensive literature search using PubMed and OVID Medline. The date range
for the search was December 8, 2019 to April 30, 2020 inclusive. We used a combination of search
terms which are described in Appendix 1.
We cross-referenced the list of reports we developed against “COVID & Pregnancy: Primary Sources”,
a comprehensive list of emerging case literature maintained by Thornton et al6. We were grateful to
also receive a few additional publications directly from colleagues. These were included when
eligible, and not previously identified.
We evaluated clinical reports (case reports, case series, and cohort studies), as well as governmental
reports based on national surveillance data. We did not actively search for non-English publications,
but when these were encountered we included them if adequate translation could be facilitated.
Ethics review was not sought for this study given that the analysis relied on already published data.

Evaluation Approach
Two reviewers (AR and CW) independently screened the reports identified through the
above-described search strategy. The goal was to identify all potentially eligible cases of
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COVID-associated pregnancies contained within the reports, and review any corresponding data
available about each case.
Inclusion criteria for cases included:
●
●
●
●

Patient pregnant, or recently pregnant (within 6 weeks postpartum)
Lab-confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19 via nasopharyngeal or throat swab for SARS-CoV-2
Diagnostic criteria for the COVID-19 case not specified, but the case was contained within an
official government report based on surveillance data
Case determined to be likely unique, relative to other included cases in the review

Exclusion criteria for cases included:
●
●

COVID-19 diagnosis made based on radiographic and/or clinical features alone, without a
confirmatory nasopharyngeal or throat swab for SARS-CoV-2
Case determined to be a possible duplicate of a case already included in the review

When the reviewers differed in opinion about the eligibility of a case, these differences were resolved
through discussion and re-evaluation of the case, and those other cases which represented potential
duplicates. Potentially redundant cases were identified by comparing all available information (e.g.
reported admission date, hospital, maternal age, gestational age at admission and/or delivery,
presenting symptoms and timing of symptom onset, mode of delivery, singleton versus twin
pregnancy, neonatal apgars, neonatal birth weight, adverse maternal, fetal or neonatal outcomes,
vertical transmission testing data). If the available information could not demonstrate the cases
being compared to be distinct from one another, then only one case was counted amongst the
potential overlaps.

Data Analysis
Data analysis was done by AR with assistance from CW. A database was created to aggregate
eligible cases and their associated data. A variety of indicators were collected for, when the data was
available. The database is available upon request.
The indicators for this review included: case country, pregnancy outcome, singleton versus multiple
pregnancy, delivery mode, gestational age at delivery, birth weight, maternal death, maternal ICU
admission, maternal mechanical ventilation, neonatal death, intrauterine fetal demise or stillbirth,
serious birth asphyxia, neonatal nasopharyngeal or throat swab for SARS-CoV-2, neonatal
SARS-CoV-2 antibody IgM positivity, and testing results for SARS-CoV-2 in cord blood, breast milk,
vaginal secretions, placenta, or amniotic fluid.
When two or more publications presented potentially the same case or cases based on the above
described comparative analysis, cases were only counted once. Supplementary case information was
only extracted from whichever publication provided the more complete and detailed summary of the
case for the indicators above.
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Results
1. Description of Included Reports
Overall, 77 relevant publications were identified4,5,7-81. These publications provided a
combination of eligible and ineligible cases, on the basis of our case-level inclusion and
exclusion criteria.
Cumulatively, these 77 publications contained 1,206 cases of pregnant or recently pregnant
patients labeled as having COVID-19 infection. By evaluating case level data, we determined
that 598 of the initial 1,206 cases are likely unique, lab-confirmed COVID-19 infections, in
pregnant or recently pregnant patients, and therefore eligible for inclusion. Of the remaining
cases, 550 were excluded for being potential duplicates, and 58 cases were excluded for not
meeting diagnostic criteria. Eligible cases originated from 16 countries, with the greatest
number from the United States (n=175, 29.3%). See Table 1, for more details.

Table 1. Unique Cases of
COVID-affected pregnancy
reported, by country.

(n)

(%)

United States

175

29.3%

China

151

25.3%

Netherlands

138

23.1%

UK

55

9.2%

Italy

42

7.0%

France

14

2.3%

Iran

10

1.7%

Singapore

3

0.5%

Spain

2

0.3%

Turkey

1

0.2%

Switzerland

1

0.2%

Sweden

1

0.2%

Peru

1

0.2%

Korea

1

0.2%

India

1

0.2%

Honduras

1

0.2%

Canada

1

0.2%

TOTALS

598

100.0%
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2. General Pregnancy Outcomes
Of the 598 eligible cases of COVID-19 infections associated with pregnancy, 44.5% (n=266)
delivered during the studies. Another 27.6% (n=165) did not deliver during the studies, and no
pregnancy outcome was reported for 27.9% (n=167) of the cases.
Among the 27.6% of patients who did not deliver during the study, this is a heterogeneous
category of patients. Some continued with their pregnancy beyond the study period (including
patients in the first, second, and third trimesters). A few had early pregnancy terminations in
the first trimester. The remainder were mainly recent postpartum patients who represented
for diagnosis and care of COVID-19 infection.

3. Delivered Infants
Of the 266 deliveries which occurred across the studies, 76.7% (n=204) specified whether the
delivery was for a singleton or a multiple birth. 98.5% (n=201) were singleton deliveries, and
1.5% (n=3) were twin deliveries. There were no higher order multiple births reported. Those
deliveries which did not specify singleton or multiple birth were assumed to be singletons, for
the purpose of enabling a count of the minimum number of infants delivered across the
eligible cases.
In total, there were a minimum of 269 infants delivered for the cases included in this review
(201 infants from singleton deliveries, 6 infants from twin deliveries, and 62 infants from
unspecified deliveries assumed to be singleton for the purpose of providing a total minimum
neonate count) (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Minimum number of
neonates delivered from
COVID-19 affected
pregnancies across the
published literature up to April
30, 2020.
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4. Gestational Age at Delivery
Whether a delivery occurred at term compared to preterm was reported for 70.3% of deliveries
(n=187). Among these 68.4% (n=128) were born at term (37 weeks estimated gestational age
and above), and 31.6% (n=59) were born preterm (before 37 weeks estimated gestational age)
(Figure 2).

5. Mode of Delivery
Of the 266 deliveries, mode of delivery was reported for 78.6% of these (n=209). Caesarean
sections were almost twice as common as vaginal deliveries among the deliveries where
mode was reported (Figure 3).

6. Birth Weight
Birth weight was not routinely reported by the studies we evaluated. Only 29.0% (n=78) of
infants had this information provided. Among these, 80.8% (n=63) had a birth weight above
2500 grams, and 19.2% (n=15) had low birth weight (less than 2500 grams).
In a majority of cases of low birth weight infants (93.3%, or 14 of 15), the pregnancies were
affected by other potential causes of low birth weight, such as prematurity, twin pregnancy,
and/or preeclampsia.

Figure 2. Rates of
term and
premature birth
for COVIDpositive
pregnancies
reported in the
literature, up to
April 30, 2020.
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Figure 3. Mode of delivery for COVID-positive pregnancies reported in the literature.

7. Vertical Transmission
SUMMARY
Overall, 68.4% (n=182) of cases reported testing of some kind to evaluate for vertical
transmission (which encompases in utero, during delivery or horizontal postpartum). 90.1%
(n=164) of cases with testing showed no evidence of vertical transmission. Zero cases
provided definitive evidence to support vertical transmission. 9.9% (n=18) had some kind of
positive or uncertain test results. Figure 4 shows a breakdown of cases with testing, and
Figure 5 provides more detail on cases with positive or uncertain results, where vertical
transmission cannot be ruled out.

NEONATAL TESTING
Overall, 65.1% (n=175) of neonates received a nasopharyngeal or throat swab to test for
SARS-CoV-2, one or more times after delivery. Among these, 92.6% (n=162) of neonates had
all negative nasopharyngeal or throat swabs. There was one swabbed neonate (0.6%) with an
indeterminate swab treated as a presumptive negative, and that infant continued to be
clinically well when followed5. 6.9% (n=12) of swabbed neonates had one or more positive
nasopharyngeal or throat swabs for SARS-CoV-2. The timing of these tests relative to birth
was highly variable. In addition to consideration for vertical transmission, most authors
caution that transmission may have occurred postnatally via typical droplet or contact routes.
Three neonates had an elevated SARS-CoV-2 IgM level at birth22,78. Serologic testing for
SARS-CoV-2 was rare among infants across the studies with only 3.3% (n=9) of infants
reportedly having been tested this way. The question is raised in both of these studies as to
whether positive IgM for SARS-CoV-2 in a neonate at birth is evidence to support vertical
transmission, but IgM assays are also known to produce false positive results85.
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Figure 4. A summary of vertical transmission testing results for deliveries where the pregnancies were
affected by COVID-19 infection.

Figure 5. A breakdown of positive or indeterminate test results, for cases where vertical transmission
cannot be ruled out. (There are 19 results described here for 18 cases. In one case there was both a
positive neonatal nasopharyngeal swab and amniotic fluid test result.)
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OTHER TESTING
Overall, 7.1% (n=19) and 6.4% (n=14) of deliveries had testing of umbilical cord blood and
breast milk respectively. All these tests were negative. 7.1% (n=19) of deliveries had amniotic
fluid tested for SARS-CoV-2, and one case tested positive as shown in Figure 5. 4.5% (n=12)
of deliveries had placental testing for SARS-CoV-2, and one case tested positive as shown in
Figure 5. Somewhere between 4.1 to 6.8% (n=11 to 18) of deliveries had vaginal secretions
tested for SARS-CoV-2, and one case tested positive. This case was mentioned in the
Netherlands surveillance report52. The number ranges given above are a consequence of the
denominator not being clear for the number of pregnant patients in the Dutch cohort receiving
vaginal sampling for SARS-CoV-2.

8. Adverse Maternal Outcomes
OVERVIEW
Overall, serious adverse outcomes for patients with COVID-affected pregnancies were rare in
the studies reviewed. The overall rates of adverse outcomes reported across the published
literature may be higher than the true rates of these outcomes among all COVID-affected
pregnancies. For many publications, it was clear that a severe or critical outcome was what
prompted a case’s inclusion for a report, or case series. For example, the surveillance report
by Publique Santé France54 was a summary report about ICU admissions across France for all
COVID-19 cases. For this reason, all pregnant cases mentioned in this report have a serious
outcome, but that was the reason for their inclusion in the report. Among 2,806 ICU
admissions for COVID-19, only 13 were associated with pregnancy54.
The UK report60 was another critical care summary. All 47 pregnant patients mentioned were
therefore admitted to ICU and 21 of these received mechanical ventilation. It would not be
appropriate to assume that these complications are indicative of most COVID-19 infections
among pregnant patients in the UK, given the focused inclusion of these cases.

CRITICAL CARE
Overall there were 49 reported cases of mechanical ventilation among the 598 cases of
pregnancy-associated COVID-19 we considered eligible for inclusion7,20,27-29,32,33,35,37,41,49, 52,55,60,64,
70,76
. In total there were 106 reported cases of ICU admission among the 598 cases in our
review5,7,14,20,25,27-29,32-33,35,37,41,49,52,54-55,60,64,70,76. Two cases were reported of patients who required
extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO)49,70.
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MATERNAL DEATHS
There were 8 reported deaths reported among COVID-positive patients who were pregnant or
recently pregnant (1.3% of 598 cases reviewed). All of these reported deaths occurred in
Iran28,35,76. All original case data reported so far out of Iran has focused on critically ill pregnant
patients, most of whom have had serious maternal, fetal and/or neonatal outcomes. We do
not yet have a good understanding of how to contextualize these case reports against the
broader pregnant population in Iran, to understand how prevalent these critical cases are.
Amorim et al.8 published a paper describing nine deaths among patients with a
COVID-affected pregnancy, including 5 from Brazil, 2 from Mexico, and 2 from Iran. However
some of these were based solely on media reports, and for others we were unable to trace
back to an original record of the case. Some were also lacking information to demonstrate a
confirmed COVID-19 diagnosis, another one of our inclusion criteria. However, we mention the
study here given the severity of the reported outcomes, and because perhaps more detailed
case reports will be forthcoming.

OTHER ADVERSE MATERNAL OUTCOMES
Two other uncommon adverse outcomes were reported in the literature.
Juusela et al.32 reported two cases of acute cardiomyopathy (CMO) at their hospital in New
Jersey, USA. Both patients had moderately reduced left ventricular ejection fractions and
global hypokinesis. One patient was admitted to ICU when this happened on the same day,
following delivery. Intubation and mechanical ventilation was initiated for respiratory failure.
She required cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) for pulseless electrical activity, and had
return of spontaneous circulation within five minutes of CPR. At the time of publication, one
week later the patient remained intubated and ventilated in the ICU. The second case of CMO
in a COVID-infected pregnant patient was less severe and did not require mechanical
ventilation. She developed a supraventricular tachycardia managed with oral beta blockers.
The authors conclude that CMO in their patients may be attributed to COVID-19 infection as
this complication has been observed among non-pregnant critically ill patients82,83.
Vlachodimitropoulou Koumoutsea et al.62 reported two cases of rapidly progressive
coagulopathy in the context of COVID-19 infection during pregnancy. The first case62 was a
pregnant patient in Toronto, Canada with a history of familial neutropenia, stable in adulthood.
This patient had typical respiratory symptoms and a lab-confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19.
Over 48 hours she had rapidly declining platelets and fibrinogen with a corresponding
elevation in APTT. Given her history, superimposed bacterial sepsis was considered although
respiratory parameters were stable. Preeclampsia was considered but thought to be less
likely as blood pressures were normal. She was delivered late preterm by Caesarean section
before her coagulopathy precluded neuraxial anesthetic. The delivery was complicated by 1.5
litre blood loss and required uterine artery ligation, B-Lynch sutures and uterotonics to
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manage hemorrhage. Her coagulation parameters began to improve after surgery, and she
was discharged clinically well four days later.
The second case62 was a pregnant patient in Clamart, France with a history of asthma and
elevated BMI. She presented with mild respiratory symptoms and fever and had a
lab-confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19. She was stable but experienced rapid worsening of
thrombocytopenia, APTT, as well transaminitis. There was no hypertension or proteinuria to
suggest preeclampsia. A non-reassuring fetal heart rate was noted, and together with the
progressive coagulopathy this prompted an emergency Caesarean delivery under general
anesthetic. She received fibrinogen and tranexamic acid before delivery and no postpartum
hemorrhage was noted. Her coagulopathy began resolving immediately postpartum and she
was discharged five days after delivery. Key considerations in both of these cases were
differentiating the presentations from preeclampsia, planning prophylactic anticoagulation for
potentially increased venous thromboembolism risk, and the authors provide a good review of
which coagulation parameters provided the best prognostic information for these patients.

9. Adverse Fetal or Neonatal Outcomes
OVERVIEW
Overall, serious adverse outcomes such as birth asphyxia, stillbirth, and neonatal death were
rare among all neonates in the studies reviewed.
The rates of these outcomes reported in the literature are likely higher than the true
prevalence of these complications among COVID-affected pregnancies, because the presence
of an adverse fetal or neonatal outcome was often what prompted inclusion of a case in a
series or report. This is a similar trend to what was observed for adverse maternal outcomes,
as described in the previous section.
Except in cases of serious maternal compromise or death, the other adverse neonatal
outcomes observed among the cases may not necessarily be attributed to maternal
SARS-CoV-2 exposure in the more common mild to moderate cases.
Prematurity seems to be the most common adverse outcome among infants born to pregnant
patients with COVID-19 infection, but true prevalence and attribution has not been well
established. Across the cases we included, the rate of preterm birth was 31.6% (n=59) of 187
deliveries. However several papers indicate that a diagnosis of COVID-19 pneumonia on its
own was an indication for prompt Caesarean delivery43,70. This suggests that iatrogenic
preterm birth also contributed to the rates of preterm delivery, as well as surgical delivery
described by our data synthesis of the available case literature. Furthermore, as described
earlier, we observed bias in reporting cases for which adverse outcomes were present.
Yan et al.70 summarized pregnancy outcomes for 99 pregnant patients with COVID-19 and
only reported a spontaneous preterm birth rate of 6.1% (n=6) among them. Similarly, Chen et
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al.4 found a spontaneous preterm birth rate of 8.8% (n=6) among 68 patients who delivered.
Overall, this emphasizes the importance of wider population-level data collection to inform
providers about the true prevalence of adverse outcomes such as preterm birth.

STILLBIRTH
Stillbirth or intrauterine fetal demise (at greater than 20 weeks estimated gestational age)
were not common among COVID-infected pregnant patients reviewed by our study. These
occurred among only 1.3% (n=7) of 598 cases. This rate is slightly higher than the World
Health Organization’s global stillbirth target of less than 1.2 per 1,00084. However, it must also
be considered that many of these cases were likely selected for publication on the basis of
this adverse outcome.
For one case reported by Liu et al.49, during the 34th week of pregnancy, this occurred in the
context of severe maternal disease, where the pregnant patient was intubated for respiratory
failure, had mutli-system organ dysfunction, and required extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation (ECMO).
Another case was an intentional termination of pregnancy at 26 weeks, for a patient who was
not unstable or critically unwell41.
Five cases of IUFD or stillbirth were reported from Iran28,35, and all were associated with
critically unwell pregnant patients. Four of these pregnant patients unfortunately died28,35. The
other was also critically unwell, requiring mechanical ventilation for at least 20 days, and was
still hospitalized at the time of study completion28.

BIRTH ASPHYXIA
Most studies did not mention birth asphyxia, and those which did rarely provided their criteria
for diagnosis. Overall there were only two reports of birth asphyxia (0.7% of 269 neonates).
Yan et al.70 reported a case of an infant was born via emergency Caesarean section at 35+2
weeks, with Apgars of 11, 15, and 110. He unfortunately died at 2 hours of life. This case
occurred in the context of severe maternal pneumonia, septic shock, ICU admission and
mechanical ventilation.
Zeng et al.79 reported the second case of an infant with birth asphyxia. Delivery was via
emergency Caesarean section at 31+2 weeks for fetal distress, with Apgars of 31, 45, and 510.
This infant had neonatal respiratory distress, pneumonia confirmed by chest x-ray,
Enterobacter-positive blood cultures, suspected sepsis, and nasopharyngeal and anal swabs
positive for SARS-CoV-2 on Day 2 and 4 of life. For this baby, it is difficult to determine the
attribution for his overall clinical condition given the many factors at play (prematurity, birth
asphyxia, bacteremia, possible sepsis, positive COVID test results).
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NEONATAL DEATH
Neonatal deaths were not common among COVID-infected pregnant patients reviewed by our
study. We identified four neonatal deaths, occurring for 1.5% of 269 infants.
Zhu et al.81 described a neonate who died at 9 days of life after developing refractory shock,
multiple organ failure, and disseminated intravascular coagulation from gastrointestinal
bleeding. This neonate had a negative throat swab for SARS-CoV-2 after delivery.
Yan et al.70 described a neonatal death in the context of severe maternal compromise and
birth asphyxia. This case has already been covered in detail, above.
Hantoushzadeh et al.28 described neonatal death for two dichorionic diamniotic twins
following their delivery by emergency Caesarean section at 28+2 weeks. This occurred in the
context of severe maternal compromise, and ultimately maternal death from COVID-19
infection.

Summary
In our data synthesis for 77 publications on COVID-19 infection in pregnant and recently pregnant
individuals, we identified 598 likely unique cases as of April 30, 2020. The cases span 16 countries
worldwide, with the highest number of published cases so far from the United States and China. We
determined that 266 deliveries have occurred for COVID-affected pregnancies. A majority (65.6%) of
these were Caesarean sections.
Maternal and neonatal adverse outcomes were reported, but uncommon. There were 8 maternal
deaths, 49 cases of maternal mechanical ventilation, and 106 maternal ICU admissions. There were 7
reports of IUFD or stillbirth, 2 cases of birth asphyxia, and 4 neonatal deaths.
The prevalence of adverse outcomes among reported cases in the literature is generally higher than
expected for pregnancies not affected by COVID-19. This may be explained by an understandable
reporting bias for sharing this type of case information widely with other clinicians. Future
publications of national or population-level surveillance data will be more informative regarding
actual prevalence of adverse outcomes in pregnancy from COVID-19.
At this time, the evidence does not suggest COVID-19 outcomes are worse for pregnant patients
compared to the general non-pregnant population4,5. There are still unresolved questions around the
mechanism and prevalence of various maternal and neonatal complications, as well as for whether
antepartum or intrapartum vertical transmission is possible. The literature on COVID-19 in pregnancy
is rapidly emerging and we are hopeful that our collective understanding will improve as more
knowledge is shared.
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●

In the literature, the ad-hoc reporting, lack of stated inclusion criteria, and redundancy
among cases makes it challenging to discern the true prevalence of adverse conditions
that may be associated with COVID-19 in pregnancy.

●

Rates of adverse maternal, obstetrical, fetal and neonatal outcomes reported in the
literature are likely higher than the true prevalence of these complications among
COVID-affected pregnancies, because of selection and reporting bias.
i.e. Presence of an adverse outcome was often what prompted inclusion of a case in a series
or report. Cases where nothing happened may not have been prioritized for publication.

●

Prevalence rates resulting from our data synthesis are likely not representative of, or
applicable to complication rates in the wider population of COVID-affected pregnancies.

●

Our priority was to synthesize and present the available published literature to date on
the subject of COVID in pregnancy, with potential case redundancy removed.

●

The consequence of our inclusion criteria is that they may have led to our own selection
bias. We ended up more likely to include detailed case reports because they are easier to
demonstrate as unique, compared to groups of cases without any distinguishing events
or features. Cases we included were probably more likely to have an adverse outcome.

●

Care providers and policy makers need surveillance data and studies with rigorous
methodologies that guard against the selection and reporting bias observed in much of
the available literature to date. Our study wasn’t designed to solve, or protect against this.
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Appendix 1 - Database Search Strategy
((((((((COVID-19[Title/Abstract]) OR coronavirus[Title/Abstract]) OR Acute Respiratory Distress
Syndrome[Title/Abstract]) OR RDS[Title/Abstract]) OR SARS-CoV-2[Title/Abstract]) OR severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2[Title/Abstract]) OR SARs[Title/Abstract])) AND
(((((((Pregnancy[Title/Abstract]) OR Pregnant women[Title/Abstract]) OR Pregnant [Title/Abstract])
OR Labour[Title/Abstract]) OR Labor[Title/Abstract]) OR Obstetrics[Title/Abstract]) OR
Female[Title/Abstract].)

